
WANTED: LPs Cover-Scan-Contributions for the Funky Music Records Lexicon      
 
I’m looking for “Quality”-Cover-Pictures: 
 
IF you have access to a A3+/A2 scanner (copy-shop) 
 Scan with 300dpi resolution, in colour. That results in a cover-picture of around 3600x3600 pixel and a size of 

35-40MB per picture. I later use this size to partially edit the picture and making the size out of it that I need for the 
picture-gallery.   

 Try to scan as horizontal as possible (to turn later is difficult and results in losing parts of the picture). Text or lines 
can help to check whether it’s horizontal. Sometimes it needs 2-3 scans to get it fully horizontal. On a A3+-Scanner 
it’s not possible to scan the whole 12”-cover, therefore pay attention that, if possible, not important parts of the picture 
are missing (for example label-number part of text or sometimes important cover-art). On the sample below, I’ve tried 
that the text exactly fitted into the possible scan width, not cutting letters away – I was lucky it was possible 
 

IF you have only a photo-camera at hand 
 Try to take the photo exact vertical above the picture. Try to keep it exact horizontal. So the resulting cover-pictures-

sides are all the same length, which means, it’s not slanting. 
 Pay attention that there is no light from aside that causes shades on the cover, or one part of the picture is more or 

less bright. For good colour quality of the picture, best is, to do the picture on daylight but not sun (inside with artificial 
light it often looks yellowish – but it’s better than nothing). 

 If only JPG format is possible, use a resolution as good as possible, when taking the picture. 
 
FOR scanner or photo-camera 
 Don’t use automatic picture-correction-programs (also not while scanning), don’t sharpen the pictures. 
 Colour as similar as possible to the cover (which usually is if scanner/camera is good) 
 Save in Windows (not Mac) Format: .TIF (which is not compressed!). JPG if not possible otherwise. 
 Send the picture-file to my Email: info@funk.ch. If picture-size is over 10MB, send it by wetransfer.com, it’s free 

and no limited space to send. 
 

 
 
Thanks in advance for any contribution, Peter 


